Sample Reference Architecture

Let’s do this, better Media

This reference architecture shows configuring Gen AI App Builder platform to search from structured data for Media.

**Use case:** Media content consumers need a more agile way of searching and discovering new content listings using natural language prompts for ease of use. This use case enables media users to more effectively find the most relevant media content listings (e.g., movies, videos, songs, podcasts, etc.) from an inventory catalog of a media website powered by Enterprise Search (ES) and Conversational AI. The user will be able to ask questions and search for the desired content using a conversational query. Additionally, results can be enhanced with the integration of a recommender system that can further filter and order results according to the user’s previous views and preferences. This in turn could lead to improved click-through-rate and downstream business metrics (e.g., user watch time, watch rate, user satisfaction, user churn rate). The use case also helps equip content catalog owners with Generative AI models on Vertex AI to quickly onboard new content. This can lead to reduced operational costs and shorter time to market for new content.

**Components Description**

1. **Search Widget** is using HTML code embed on a page that is provided by the Enterprise Search service.

2. **Conversational AI** allows chat-like interactions with users. Responses are formed from a predefined data sources (websites/gcs buckets/BigQuery).

3. **Enterprise Search** is a search platform for developers to build AI enabled, LLM-enriched, embedded, search capabilities and vertical solutions.

4. **BigQuery** is used as a media repository that is ingested by Enterprise Search and Conversational AI.

5. **Data loader** loads media data into BigQuery. Media data should have enriched information so that chat and search requests can be matched using semantic information retrieval.

6. **Recommender Engine** can be used in the conversation flow to filter and reorder Enterprise Search results based on users previous views and preferences.

7. **Security** Leverage all security features of Google Cloud

8. **Logging/Monitoring**: Leverage Logging and Monitoring of Google Cloud services. Enterprise Search provides metrics such as click through rate, devices, etc.
Sample User Interaction Flow

User Interaction Flow

Let’s do this, better

This diagram shows the user interaction flow between components in the reference architecture configuring Gen AI App Builder platform for search from structured data for Media.

**Use case:** Media content consumers need a more agile way of searching and discovering new content listings using natural language prompts for ease of use. This use case enables media users to more effectively find the most relevant media content listings (e.g., movies, videos, songs, podcasts, etc.) from an inventory catalog of a media website powered by Enterprise Search (ES) and Conversational AI. The user will be able to ask questions and search for their desired content using a conversational query. Additionally, results can be enhanced with the integration of a recommender system that can further filter and order results according to the user’s previous views and preferences. This in return could lead to improved click-through-rates and downstream business metrics (e.g., user watch time, watch rate, user satisfaction, user churn rate). The use case also helps equip content catalog owners with Generative AI models on Vertex AI, to quickly onboard new content. This can lead to reduced operational costs and shorter time to market for new content.

1. User interacts with Search Widget on a website to submit a query.
2. The user query from Search Widget is forwarded to the Conversational AI. Conversational AI is ingested with data and therefore the response will be compiled from this knowledge.
3. Conversational AI using a custom flow can send a request to the Recommender Engine to retrieve results that match users preferences. (based on previous user behaviour)*
4. Recommender Engine can leverage Enterprise Search to combine contextual search with results filtering and ordering based on recommendations.*
5. Conversation AI responds with a natural language reply to the user.
6. The response is sent back to the user through the Search Widget

*Optional steps depending on integration with Recommender Engine